Random walk is a means of network node sampling that requires little index maintenance and can function on almost all connected network topologies. With careful guidance, node samples following a desired probability distribution can be generated with the only requirement that the sampling probabilities of each visited node and its direct neighbors are known at each walk step. This paper describes a broad range of network applications that can benefit from such guided random walks in dynamic and decentralized settings. This paper also examines several key issues for implementing random walks in self-organizing networks, including the convergence time of random walks, impact of dynamic network changes and particularly resulted walker losses, and the difficulty of pacing walk steps without synchronized clocks between network nodes. Our result suggests that with proper management, these issues do not cause significant problems under many realistic network environments.
INTRODUCTION
Random walk is a way to sample network nodes -at each step, a walker randomly chooses its next hop (among direct neighbors of the current node) following certain probabilistic preference for each neighbor. With careful guidance at each step of the walk [12, 21] , one can produce node samples following a desired probability distribution. Such a tunable probabilistic node sampling is a fundamental building block for many network applications, such as non-uniform membership management [30] , load balancing [13] , small-world routing [16] , peer-to-peer (p2p) search [29] , and biased information propagation [15] .
Random walk is particularly attractive to self-organizing networks like Internet overlay networks and wireless ad hoc networks. In these systems, nodes can join and leave dynamically without centralized control, and the network topology itself can also change over time. Random walk requires little index or state maintenance and it can function on almost all connected network topologies. In these aspects, it is superior to systems with sophisticated index states or rigid network structures, e.g., distributed hash tables (DHTs) [25, 26, 28] . Compared with index-free node traversal schemes like network flooding, random walk is inherently scalable in that its network communication overhead does not increase as the network size grows. Furthermore, guided random walk is very flexible in achieving probabilistic (probably biased) node sampling.
Despite its potential advantages, several issues need to be addressed concerning random walks in self-organizing networks. First, random walk based node sampling can take significant warm-up time to converge to the desired sampling distribution. Such convergence is dependent on the sampling distribution, network diameter, and the expansion property of network topologies. Second, random walks may be affected by dynamic network changes. In particular, a walker may be lost due to link changes or node departures in self-organizing networks. Third, without synchronized clocks at network nodes, it is hard to guarantee equal time interval for each walk step due to variable network link latencies. We examine these issues in this paper. Our goal is to provide a high-level understanding on the effectiveness and suitability of using guided random walks in self-organizing network applications.
A large body of previous works have already employed random walks in network applications. Examples include random walk based search [1, 8, 11, 20] , network topology construction [10, 18, 19] , and information gathering [3] . These studies focus on the functionality and performance of random walks in supporting specific network management functions and applications. They do not address general issues concerning random walks in self-organizing networks that we study in this paper. More specifically, previous studies provided little result on random walk convergence, walker loss, or the pacing of walkers in self-organizing networks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 1.1 describes the background of our random walk based probabilistic network node sampling. Section 2 illustrates a broad set of network applications that can benefit from random walk based node sampling. Sections 3, 4, and 5 study three specific issues for random walks in self-organizing networks. Section 6 concludes the paper with a summary of our findings.
Background
Our random walks build on the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [12, 21] -an approach to assign transition probabilities to Monte Carlo Markov chains so that they converge to specified probability distributions.
Starting from an initial node, a random walk travels over the network step by step. At each step, the random walk either stays at the current node or moves to one of its direct neighbors in a probabilistic fashion. Specifically, the
Figure 1: The transition probabilities between i, j when
(without loss of generality). di and dj are the degrees of nodes i and j respectively. random walk goes from node i to node j with probability Pi,j and Pi,j = 0 for non-adjacent nodes i, j. The probability for a walker at node i to stay unmoved at a step Pi,i = 1 − P j∈ neighbors(i) Pi,j . A random walk achieves convergence if its node visitation probability distribution remains unchanged (or changes very slightly) after any number of future steps.
The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm guides the configuration of random walks such that they converge to the applicationdesired distribution, π with πi be the desired probability of visiting node i. For any pair of adjacent nodes i, j, Figure 1 provides the guidance for setting appropriate transition probabilities when
(without loss of generality). Intuitively, Figure 1 achieves the desired convergence to π because there are always balanced probability flows between arbitrary i, j once the random walk starts to visit i, j with probabilities πi, πj respectively. In particular, a laziness factor 0 < α < 1 is used to discount probability flows, which ensures that each step of the random walk has nonzero probability to stay at the current node. Such self-loop enabled random walks are guaranteed to have unique converged distribution on connected topologies [9, 24] . It is worth noting that the movement of random walks can be determined solely based on the local knowledge about the current node and its direct neighbors.
Let us consider a special case of probabilistic node sampling -uniform node sampling, i.e., where ∀i, j, πi = πj . According to Figure 1 , the uniform node sampling can be easily achieved by setting
where i, j are adjacent nodes.
APPLICATIONS OF RANDOM WALKS
Probabilistic node sampling is essential for many network applications. Our guided random walks can naturally benefit these applications. Below we describe several examples.
Random membership subset
In a random membership subset service, each node maintains a small, dynamically changing, random membership subset with uniform representation of network members rather than a full member list. The scalability is achieved in that per-node random membership subsets can be much smaller than the complete list. For many applications, making decisions based on random membership subsets has comparable performance with knowing the complete network membership. Kostić et al. proposed a random membership subset service for tree-shaped network topologies [17] but it cannot be easily applied to more general mesh-like network structures. In comparison, random walk based node sampling can function on almost any connected network topologies. Furthermore, it can also support non-uniform membership management as follows [30] . Each node i initiates ki independent random walks Ri,1, Ri,2, ..., R i,k i where ki is the size of node i's membership subset. Guided by the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm described in Section 1.1, the random walks are configured such that they all converge to the desired sampling distribution over all network nodes. Whenever node j receives a random walk R i,l initiated from node i, node j sends its own identity to node i. Upon receiving j's identity referred by R i,l , node i updates the lth member of its membership subset with j.
Load balancing
A key issue for dynamic load balancing in self-organizing networks is to identify hotspots (highly overloaded nodes) and reassign their loads to others. In this application, each load balancing node tries to learn the load information on some other network nodes. When a large load variation exists between the local node and a remote node, a load transfer session is initiated to balance the load. Probabilistic node sampling with load-biased probability distributions (e.g., choose a node with probability proportional to its load) is more likely to find hotspots than uniform sampling used in some current p2p load balancing algorithms [13] . This is especially the case when there is a small number of highly loaded nodes in the network (e.g., when the load distribution is powerlaw).
Small-world routing
Simple greedy routing in a two-dimensional grid takes O( √ n) hops, where n is the total number of nodes in the network. Kleinberg [16] illustrates a small-world routing as follows. By having each node connect to one remote node (chosen randomly following a distance-dependent probabilistic distribution), it is possible to reduce the greedy routing time to O(log 2 n) hops. Random walk based node sampling is instrumental for easy creation and maintenance of the random remote link at each node.
Peer-to-peer search
The square-root principle [7] is known to achieve low search time for p2p search techniques that do not utilize query routing indices. Under this principle, each object is probed with probability proportional to the square root of its query popularity. Earlier search methods realize the square-root principle by using either object replication [7] or topology reconstruction [8] , which may not be desirable for those applications with large, dynamic datasets and limited network bandwidth. Being biased towards peers with popular contents, random walk based probabilistic node sampling can achieve the same goal without the need of object transfer or network topology changes [29] . For each node probed by the random walk, local matched objects, if discovered, are returned to the query initiating node. 
Distance-biased information propagation
Gossip-based broadcast algorithms [14, 23] provide a robust and scalable mechanism for distributed information dissemination. In many network applications (e.g., failure detection), new information is more "interesting" to nodes that are nearby. Kempe et al. [15] show that with a carefully chosen probability distribution, their non-uniform gossip algorithms can provide both short broadcast time and distancebiased propagation time bounds (information tend to reach nearby nodes first). Their algorithm assumes the existence of a scalable mechanism to identify random nodes with a given distance-biased probability distribution. Such probabilistic node sampling can be easily achieved by our guided random walks.
Application Properties
Although all the above mentioned applications employ probabilistic node sampling as a fundamental building block, they differ in various ways. We are specifically interested in two application properties that affect the management of random walks.
• For some applications, node sampling probabilities concern the chance for the node to be sampled at a given step of the random walk. For other applications, however, the sampling probability concerns the chance for the node to be sampled at a given time. For the latter case (we call time-normalized probabilistic node sampling), the variation of the interval time at each walk step may affect the node sampling probability. More specifically, walk steps with longer per-step interval time would result in larger time-normalized sampling probabilities for the corresponding nodes.
• For some applications, the random walker calls back its original node after visiting each new node. Such callback is needed for applications maintaining the set of sampled nodes at the original node. For object search applications, callback might or might not be needed at each step of the walk depending on whether the visited node has any query matches. Walker callbacks can be utilized to piggyback additional information desired by the management of random walks. Table 1 summarizes these two properties for our example applications. Their detailed effects on random walk management will be discussed in later sections.
RANDOM WALK CONVERGENCE
The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm described in Section 1.1 guarantees that an appropriately configured random walk converges to the desired node sampling distribution. However, random walks often take non-negligible convergence time in typical self-organizing networks. For instance, after one step of the walk, the walker cannot go beyond the immediate neighbors of the starting node no matter how intelligent the walker is. In this section, we study the convergence time of random walk based probabilistic node sampling.
Network topologies
For a specific random walk configuration, its convergence time is determined by the network topology, and particularly the network diameter and its expansion property. 1) Random walks tend to converge faster on networks with smaller diameters. This is because random walks can quickly reach remote nodes in these networks. 2) For a network G = (V, E) with |V | = n, its expansion property is defined as
where ϑ(S) is the set of edges with exactly one endpoint in S. Intuitively, the expansion property characterizes the bottleneck for traveling over the topology. When the expansion is low, random walks may get trapped in a small network area, which slows down their convergence to desired sampling probabilities.
We examine the network diameter and expansion property of several common self-organizing network topologies:
• Two-dimensional (2-d) tori. Tori-like structures have been used for self-organizing content addressable networks [25] . Structures like 2-d tori are also common in geographically-constrained networks (where nodes' transmission ranges are limited by geographical distances) such as wireless ad hoc networks.
• Chord topologies [28] . An n-node ring-like network with each node also connected to (besides its direct neighbors on the ring) its 2-hop neighbors, 4-hop neighbors, ..., n 2 -hop neighbors on the ring.
• Random powerlaw topologies. In a random powerlaw network topology, each node is connected to a constant number of nodes chosen randomly with probability proportional to their degrees. Such a preferential link creation process generates networks with powerlaw degree distributions [2, 6] .
• Random regular topologies. Random regular topologies model those network applications in which each node is connected to some random nodes and node degrees are upper-bounded by a predetermined threshold [27] . Table 2 shows the network diameters and expansion properties of these network topologies. First, 2-d tori have the largest values and hence it has the slowest convergence.
Other three topologies are known to possess low diameters and high expansion properties (either constant or logarithmic in the network size), which leads to quick convergence. Here inversely distance-proportional sampling chooses a node with probability inversely proportional to its distance from the random walk originating node. Linear propertybiased sampling selects a node with probability proportional to its property value. Quadratic property-biased sampling samples a node with probability proportional to the square of its property value. 
2-d tori
Chord random random powerlaw regular Diameter √ n log n O(log n) O(log n) [19] w.h.p. [5] w.h.p [4] Expansion O( 1 √ n ) O( 1 √ log n ) Ω(1) Ω(1) [19] w.h.p. [22] w.h.p [4]
Node sampling distributions
In addition to the network topology, the desired sampling distribution also affects the random walk convergence time in that edges with small transition probabilities may slow down random walks. The problem may become more severe when these edges happen to be the bottlenecks for random walk movements as revealed by topology expansion. In principle, the random walk converges slower to more skewed node sampling distributions. Here we list some typical sampling distributions employed by network applications:
• Uniform random sampling -each node has an equal chance of being sampled. This is the most basic random node sampling in which no sampling bias is needed.
• Distance-biased sampling. Small-world routing or information propagation often need to sample nodes with probabilities dependent on its distance from the original node, e.g., inversely proportional to the distance.
• Property-biased sampling -sampling based on pernode capacities, loads, or content qualities. Many applications, including load balancing and search, benefit from quickly discovering nodes with high loads, capacities, or content qualities. This can be achieved by using a variety of biased sampling distributions with different bias parameters, e.g., sampling nodes with probability proportional to their property values.
Simulation Results
We provide simulation results to quantitatively assess the convergence time under common network topologies and node sampling distributions.
We define the convergence time of a random walk as the number of walk steps needed before the walker gets close enough to the desired node sampling distribution. We provide a formal definition for the convergence time preceded by a definition of the difference metric between two probability distributions.
Definition 1. The difference between two arbitrary probability distributions, x and y, is defined as x, y = 1 2
is to ensure that the maximum difference does not exceed 1.
Definition 2. Let π (t) denote the node visitation distribution of a random walk exactly after t steps. Let π be the desired sampling distribution of the random walk. The convergence time (in number of steps) is defined as min{t : ∀t ≥ t, π (t ) , π < 0.01}.
In our simulations, the average node degrees for random topologies and random powerlaw topologies are set at 8. Figure 2 presents the random walk convergence time under different network sizes, topologies, and sampling distributions. The results show that the convergence time of different network topologies follows the order of "2-d tori" > "random powerlaw" > "random regular" > "Chord". This mostly matches the order of their network diameters and expansion properties shown in Table 2 . However, it is worth noting that Chord networks unexpectedly outperform random powerlaw and random regular topologies. This is because the average node degree of Chord topologies (log n) is higher than that of these random topologies (a constant). More per-node links increase expansion properties and reduce diameters. . Results suggest that the order of convergence time follows "quadratic property-biased sampling" > "linear propertybiased sampling" > "inversely distance-proportional sam-pling" > "uniform random sampling". This result is consistent with the order of the skewness in their sampling distributions. The convergence is particularly fast with uniform sampling, e.g., less than 300 steps on 2-d tori and less than 100 steps on other studied topologies are needed to achieve convergence on 4096-node networks. These numbers are not significantly higher than the network diameters of respective topologies -absolute lower-bounds for the convergence time.
IMPACT OF NETWORK CHANGES
Convergence in self-organizing networks must consider dynamic network changes, such as node arrivals, node departures, and network topology changes. These network changes do not cause substantial convergence problems because our guided random walks only require a limited amount of local knowledge -the degree and sampling probabilities of the direct neighbors of each node. More specifically, our random walks can accommodate dynamic network changes as long as the required state at each node (information concerning direct neighbors only) can be properly updated. However, one problem due to dynamic network changes warrants further attention -a walker may be lost due to link adjustment or node departure in self-organizing networks. To maintain correct node sampling, walker losses must be promptly discovered and new walkers must be initiated.
Walker loss
We describe two strategies to recover from walk losses:
• Periodic callbacks. Each walker makes periodic callbacks to the originating node. If a sufficient number of callbacks are not received in a row, the walker is considered lost and a new walker will be initiated.
• Reincarnation at TTL. Each random walker is associated with a certain Time-To-Live (TTL). The walker will stop propagating after TTL number of walk steps. The walker originating node keeps a timer that expires after the TTL walk steps worth of time has elapsed. A new walker will be initiated at such time. If the walker is lost before the TTL expires, its replacement is not initiated until the expiration time.
The main weakness with periodic callbacks lies in the overhead of callbacks. The overhead is cheaper for networks in which it takes a single network hop to communicate with the walker originating node (e.g., Internet overlay networks) while it is more expensive for other networks (e.g., wireless ad hoc networks). On the other hand, some random walk based applications require callback messages as part of the application semantics (described in Section 2). For these applications, periodic walker callbacks for loss detection can be piggybacked in application callback messages and consequently they are almost free.
Unlike periodic callbacks, reincarnation at TTL requires no additional network overhead. However, its recovery of walker losses may not be prompt -if a walker is lost soon after it leaves the originating node, a replacement walker will not be initiated until the full TTL timer expires. At the other end, reincarnation at TTL forces walker re-initiation even if the previous walker has not been lost, thus requiring additional random walk convergence time to reach desired node sampling distribution. An additional problem with this scheme is that it is hard to set the reincarnation timer if the time for each walk step is unpredictable. This is possible in networks where nodes do not have synchronized clocks and network latencies between nodes are unknown.
PACING OF WALK STEPS
We define walk step pacing as the condition under which each walk step takes an equal time interval. Pacing is important for applications requiring time-normalized probabilistic node sampling (described in Section 2) such as random membership subset, load balancing, and small-world routing. With unequal walk step interval time, the step-wise node sampling distribution supported by the MetropolisHastings algorithm is not equal to the time-normalized sampling distribution. Additionally, pacing makes it easy to determine when a walker finishes a certain number of steps and thus it is straightforward to set the TTL expiration timer if reincarnation at TTL is used to recover from walker losses.
Walk step pacing is usually realized by resting the walker at each visited node for a certain amount of time. Overall, the walk step time interval includes the rest time and the network delay as well. Walk step pacing may not be ensured if network latencies between nodes vary significantly and nodes in the network do not have synchronized clocks (which is common in many self-organizing networks). In these cases, additional network communications are needed to realize strict pacing. In particular, a walker can periodically contact its originating node to synchronize and adjust its walk speed. These communications can be piggybacked with other messages when some form of walker callbacks are already employed (as part of application semantics or for walker loss detection).
Even if strict pacing cannot be realized, we can still bound the difference between the step-wise node sampling distribution and the time-normalized distribution if the variations among walk step time intervals are small. This is usually the case when we can keep the walker rest time at each step to be a constant and the rest time is significantly larger than possible network link latency variations.
Let the average walk step time interval when the walker passes node i be ti and let the average time interval over all walk steps be t. Let π be the converged step-wise node sampling distribution and let π T be the converged timenormalized node sampling distribution. Then for any node i, we have
. We assume the variations among walk step time intervals are small. In other words, we have |ti − t| ≤ α · t for all node i, where 0 < α 1. Then we have
where the difference between two distributions x, y was defined in Definition 1 at Section 3.
We consider a typical Internet overlay network environment in which the per-link latency is bounded by 200 ms. If the average random walk step takes 10 second, then α = 0.02 so π T , π ≤ 0.01. In this case, the difference between the stepwise node sampling distribution and the time-normalized sampling distribution is very small even at the absence of any specific mechanism supporting walk step pacing.
CONCLUSION
This paper highlights the effectiveness and challenges in using guided random walks to support applications in selforganizing networks, including membership management, load balancing, search, routing, and information propagation. We make the case for the general feasibility of random walks in achieving application-specific probabilistic node sampling. We also examines three important issues that concern the random walks in practical self-organizing network environments: random walk convergence, walker loss, and the pacing of walkers. Our results are summarized below.
First, random walks tend to converge faster when the sampling distributions are less skewed and the underlying topologies have small diameters and high expansions. Careful quantitative evaluations may be necessary to achieve desired application goals without excessive convergence time. For instance, our results suggest a trade-off between sampling bias parameters and the convergence time -a more biased node sampling is more effective in discovering nodes with high capacities, loads, or content qualities but it requires longer warm-up time.
Second, we examined two strategies to address possible walker losses: periodic callbacks and reincarnation at TTL. Our basic conclusion is that periodic callbacks should always be used when the callback overhead is acceptable (e.g., when callbacks can be piggybacked in application messages or when one hop callback is feasible as in Internet overlay networks). When reincarnation at TTL has to be employed, the TTL setting must be chosen with care. It needs to be large enough so that the random walker would not reach the TTL until long after it converges. It also needs to be small enough so that it would not wait too long to recover from a walker loss.
Third, achieving strict walker spacing on network nodes without synchronized clocks requires additional communication overhead. However, even without strict walker spacing, the deviation between step-wide node sampling distribution and the time-normalized sampling distribution is small under many realistic network environments.
